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Online appendix
Following the work of Hess & Rose (2012), the authors of the present paper are not aware of papers in
transport research (where that paper was published) affected by the types of misunderstanding and
misrepresentation discussed earlier in the present paper. The same is however not true in other
disciplines. We conducted a SCOPUS search of all papers published from 2013 onwards (i.e., after
Hess and Rose, 2012) that estimated discrete choice models and mention scale heterogeneity, SALC
and/or the G-MNL model. A list of the 25 papers we found is shown Table 1, where 14 had a health
focus, 9 were in environment, resource & ecology, one in education and one in food studies. Three of
the papers (4, 9 and 25) used SALC while the rested used G-MNL.
Table 1: recent papers mentioning scale heterogeneity, SALC and/or G-MNL
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Citation
Baba et al., 2016
Börger, 2015
Brown et al, 2015
Burke et al., 2015
Czajkowski et al. 2014a
Czajkowski et al. 2014b
Czajkowski et al., 2016
Doiron et al., 2014
Erdem and Thompson, 2014
Fiebig et al., 2015
Hall et al., 2013
Ida, 2015
Islam & Meade, 2013
Kaambwa et al., 2015
Knox et al., 2013
Kragt, 2013
Lagarde et al., 2013
Li et al., 2014a
Li et al., 2014b
Milte et al., 2014
Rezende et al., 2015
Rockers et al., 2013
Scott et al., 2013
Scott et al., 2015
Thiene et al., 2015

Topic area
food
environment, resource & ecology
health
education
environment, resource & ecology
environment, resource & ecology
environment, resource & ecology
health
health
health
health
health
environment, resource & ecology
health
health
environment, resource & ecology
health
health
environment, resource & ecology
health
environment, resource & ecology
health
health
health
environment, resource & ecology

Application
preferences for beef attributes
offshore windfarms
support of public vs private hospital care
early career teachers’ preferences for support
forest management strategies
waste management
biodiversity conservation
graduate preferences for working in nursing
health investment
contraception choices
care in terminal illness
smoking behaviour
solar cell adoption
consumer directed care
contraception choices
catchment areas
job incentives in Thailand
rural location preferences
refrigerator choice
cognitive ability
mangrove restoration
preferences for rural postings by nurses
GP preferences for rural locations
nurses' and midwifes' sensitivities to job characteristics
water quality preferences

We will first look at the G-MNL applications.
Ten papers out of 25 (numbers 8, 10, 11, 13, 15, 16, 17, 19, 21, 23) conclude that scale heterogeneity
exists in their data, even though the models are incapable of disentangling scale heterogeneity from
variation in relative sensitivities. These papers assume that there is no correlation among relative
sensitivities, which means that, whatever correlation they estimated through variation in the scale term,
the authors attribute, by assumption, to scale heterogeneity. Most of them (10, 11, 15, 17, 23, 13, 21)
also do not allow all of the non-scale parameters to vary randomly across respondents.
Five papers (numbers 2, 3, 10, 11, 15) claim to allow for random scale and yet estimated a G-MNL with
unscaled alternative specific constants (ASCs). That is, the ASCs were not multiplied by the random
scale term. This practice follows the suggestion by Fiebig et al. (2010) not to scale ASCs because they
are “fundamentally different” from other model components. However, as we noted above, this
restriction means that the models do not in fact allow for random scale. They can of course be fully
accurate and reliable; they just do not allow for random scale.

Three papers (3, 11, and 15) did not scale some of the non-ASC coefficients, and one did not scale the
cost coefficient (paper 3). Again, these models do not allow for random scale, even though the papers
claim to do so. A large share of the other papers did not report which coefficients were multiplied by
the random scale parameter. The issue of not allowing for random scale while claiming to do so may
therefore affect more than just the papers listed above.
In some cases, a misunderstanding of their model structure has led the authors to draw inappropriate
conclusions. For example, one paper (15) did not scale its ASCs (which means that the model does not
allow for scale heterogeneity) and imposed homogeneity on relative preferences, but concluded that
“explicitly specifying both sources of heterogeneity (taste and scale) in the final model ... gives the best
fit for each of the three information conditions and hence supports its use in our analysis”.
The terminology in most of the papers indicates that the authors believe that G-MNL is different from,
and more general than, a mixed logit model, and that mixed logit models do not allow for random scale.
As discussed above, G-MNL is actually a restricted type of mixed logit, and any mixed logit with
correlated coefficients allows for random scale. This confusion about terminology is related to the
misinterpretation of results that we identify above: the recognition that scale heterogeneity is identified
only by assuming no correlation in relative preferences (i.e., that G-MNL is a restricted form of mixed
logits with full covariance among coefficients) prevents the researcher from making these kinds of
unsupported conclusions. Examples include quotes such as (in 16) “This shows that, contrary to the
assumption in the [MMNL] model, [𝜇] should not be normalised across individuals, and that the [GMNL] specification is the more appropriate model.” Perhaps the worst offender in this context is Li et
al. 2014, who state that “GMNL can model preference heterogeneity over individuals—as RPL is nested
within it—and, unlike either RPL or latent class models, can also model scale heterogeneity over
individuals or choice tasks (… Hess and Rose 2012)” where the paper by Hess & Rose (2012) which
they cite actually states the opposite.
The emphasis on scale heterogeneity also seems to have affected the specification choices of
researchers. Four papers (3, 10, 11, 15) specified models that do not allow for any type of heterogeneity
in coefficients aside from that induced by random scale. This practice is not necessarily inappropriate
if the authors actually believe that scale heterogeneity is the only relevant source of heterogeneity in
their data. However, it seems doubtful (to us at least) that researchers thinking about behavioural
differences in consumers' choices would reach this conclusion (and without any empirical testing.) It
seems more likely that the exclusive interest in scale heterogeneity is driven by the misconception that
models like G-MNL that contain a random scale term are an improvement over “mixed logit,” without
realizing that these models are actually restricted versions of mixed logits that allow general forms of
heterogeneity.
Similarly, almost half of all papers (3, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 17, 20, 22, 23, 24) impose some form of
homogeneity on model parameters outside the multiplication by a random scale term. At least one other
paper (18) does not explicitly report which coefficients are treated randomly aside from scale.
Homogeneity restriction can be reasonable and appropriate in any given setting. However, as discussed
above and emphasized by Hess & Rose (2012), keeping some of the model coefficients fixed inside the
multiplication by a random scale term not only leads to reduced distributional flexibility but can also
overstate the variance of the random scale term (as this will then capture some of the heterogeneity not
allowed for in individual coefficients). The wide-spread practice of restricting heterogeneity seems to
have arisen from the attempt to estimate scale heterogeneity, which is not identified unless other types
of heterogeneity are assumed away. The authors seem not to be aware that MMNL models with full
heterogeneity and full covariance among coefficients can be estimated with standard software and do
not entail the restrictions embodied in the G-MNL and S-MNL versions of mixed logit.

One paper (5) goes further than most in the specification of the models by allowing for a full covariance
matrix between all estimated parameters, both in the MMNL and G-MNL models. Both models thus
allow for the different types of heterogeneity. The authors interpret the better fit for G-MNL as evidence
that “the improvement in statistical fit provided by allowing for scale heterogeneity is substantial”
when the improvements should rather be interpreted as a result of different distributional assumptions
between MMNL and G-MNL. Another paper (1) also allows for a full correlation structure inside a GMNL model but offers no comparisons with other structures. The authors however also reach
conclusions that scale heterogeneity exists, when we know that it is not possible to disentangle different
types of heterogeneity.
A number of papers published after Hess & Rose (2012) attempt to take their findings on board and do
not seek to disentangle the different sources of random heterogeneity and rather exploit the G-MNL
model to explain scale heterogeneity linked to socio-demographics, by incorporating covariates in the
specification of the scale term. Examples include papers 2, 6 and 7. This however seems to create a new
source of possible confounding. Indeed, the scale parameters in G-MNL models is typically defined to
follow a Lognormal distributions, and the above examples incorporate the socio-demographic
interactions on the mean of the logarithm of the scale parameter, e.g. through setting 𝜇𝑛 =
𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝜇𝑙𝑛−𝜎 + 𝜎𝑙𝑛−𝜎 𝜉 + 𝜆𝑧𝑛 ) where 𝜉 is standard Normal and 𝑧𝑛 are characteristics of respondent n.
With a lognormal distribution, the level of random heterogeneity is a function of both the mean and the
standard deviation of the logarithm of the parameter, and the model thus also links random ‘scale’
heterogeneity to covariates, where the findings are potentially again affected by other random
heterogeneity. If an analyst seeks to link scale heterogeneity purely to covariates, then approaches other
than G-MNL may be more suitable, or alternatively, the random component in 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝜇𝑙𝑛−𝜎 + 𝜎𝑙𝑛−𝜎 𝜉 +
𝜆𝑧𝑛 ) should be set to zero, making the model collapse to a heteroscedastic MMNL model.
Confusion also arises for latent class structures.
One paper (9) compares a SALC model to a MNL model for choices among healthcare innovations,
and finds a substantial improvement in fit by the former. The authors state that “[t]his suggests that
there are some people showing different preferences with different error variances (or ‘choice
uncertainty’)". However, the analysis does not actually provide evidence of different error variances
among consumers. The comparison is between a model that assumes no heterogeneity (MNL) and a
model (SALC) that allows, but does not disentangle, heterogeneity in scale and preferences. The correct
statement is “there are some people showing different preferences and some of these differences could
be due to different error variances.”
Another paper (4) uses only a SALC model in the context of early career teachers’ preferences for
support. The paper makes statements that “Unfortunately, in most choice models, including general
latent class models, the parameter estimates describing preferences are perfectly confounded with the
inverse of the error variance” and "As such, the use of the [SALC] model in being able to group
individuals on the basis of holding similar preferences, whilst accounting for potentially confounding
differences in variability, is likely to be attractive to researchers for future research in the field of
education research particularly in contexts where identification of distinctive segments is important.”
The statement about the ‘general’ latent class models is incorrect, as pointed out in Section 2.3.5, and
while the SALC model explicitly allows for scale heterogeneity, it similarly cannot disentangle the two
sources of heterogeneity, and the interpretations offered in the paper in relation to the scale classes are
thus potentially biased.
While another paper (25) acknowledges the “potentially confounding role between ‘scale-classes’ and
perfectly correlated ‘preference-classes’, which is an analogue of the confounding that Hess and Rose

(2012) describe for continuous mixing models”, they nevertheless state that their work can “successfully
isolate the three different behavioral issues, and, in fact, we find evidence of all three in the data”, the
third being attribute non-attendance.
A useful additional barometer of the state-of-play comes from an overview of the 250 abstracts
submitted to the 5th International Choice Modelling Conference. Numerous abstracts, all of them in
health, discuss the issue of scale heterogeneity. This is of course a valid research topic, but we remain
concerned about confusion reflected in the following statements (which are only a subset and which we
leave unattributed so as to maintain confidentiality of the process).
Several authors give the impression that the MMNL model imposes an absence of scale heterogeneity
and that G-MNL is more general, contrary to the discussions in Section 2. Key quotes in this context
are:






“Despite the importance of the MXL in accounting for preference heterogeneity, there are other
sources of heterogeneity (such as scale heterogeneity) that the model fails to account for.”
“The data is analyzed using the generalized multinomial logit model, which is able to
simultaneously account for both the heterogeneity in taste and scale. This model in essence
extends the widely-used random parameter logit (or mixed logit) model by adding the ability to
capture un/observed scale heterogeneity.”
“Later advances in the DCM literature has led to the introduction of generalised multinomial
logit model (GML) that accounts for both preference and scale heterogeneity”
“The structure of these models can be further enriched [by using G-MNL], allowing for scale
heterogeneity and different distributional assumptions for the parameters”

where the final comment above also seems to imply that standard MMNL somehow restricts the choice
in terms of distributional assumptions.
Similar confusion also remains for latent class models, with:


“It is well known that for discrete choice models assuming homoscedastic variances (or
homogenous scales) would lead to biased and inconsistent preference parameter estimates
when the assumption is not true. It is therefore not uncommon for choice modelers to explicitly
estimate the scale or variance functions (e.g. heteroscedastic logit/probit, G-MNL). The
standard latent class logit model assumes homogenous scale within each class.”

It is firstly not clear at all whether assuming homoscedasticity would lead to bias. More importantly,
the final point suggests that a standard latent class model imposes an absence of scale heterogeneity,
when it clearly does not (see Section 2.3.5).
The issue extends beyond published papers and extends to the publication process itself. One motivation
for us writing this paper is a concern, brought to us by several authors, that reviewers have asked for
revisions that seemed unnecessarily limiting. Reviewers have told authors, for example that:


"There is an emerging literature on the confounding of preference and scale heterogeneity in
mixed logit (and other) models." Actually, this confounding occurs only in some types of mixed
logit models, namely, those that do not allow full correlation among coefficients. Also, this
comment neglects the important fact that models that allow for random scale but not other forms
of correlation can confound the various sources of correlation, biasing the estimates of scale









heterogeneity. Models that allow for random scale but not other sources of correlation remove
one form of confounding by creating another.
"Failure to account for these differences [in scale] leads to bias in model estimates and
incorrect predictions." The correct statement is " ... may lead to bias..." Exploring random scale
can be useful, but there is no reason to believe that random scale always needs to be included
in a model. As discussed above, models without random scale fit the data better than models
with random scale in the majority of datasets examined by Keane and Wasi. More importantly,
statements regarding the form that all models must take are generally detrimental to meaningful
research.
"The generalized mixed logit model accommodates scale heterogeneity." This statement is
correct but limiting, since many forms of mixed logit accommodate scale heterogeneity.
Importantly, mixed logits with full covariance among utility coefficients accommodate other
sources of correlation in addition to random scale, which G-MNL does not.
“Given that under some circumstances the MIXL model can be seen as a special case of the
GMNL model, why not use only the GMNL approach?” As stated above, mixed logit with
uncorrelated coefficients is a special case of G-MNL, but G-MNL is a special case of mixed
logit with correlated coefficients. So if this question is to be asked at all, it needs to be reworded
as: “why not use only mixed logits with correlated coefficients?” There are many software
packages available for these models. However, as we have said, more general models are not
necessarily better given the data and goals of the research. In Keane and Wasi’s comparison,
models without any correlation fit the data best for the majority of datasets; G-MNL provided
the best fit for only one of the ten datasets, and in that one case the next-best model fit nearly
as well.
“[P]ublished papers that estimate mixed logit models and claim that preference heterogeneity
exists … make the strong assumption of scale homogeneity”. The correct statement should refer
to ``... papers that estimate mixed logit models with uncorrelated coefficients ...".
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